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Abstrat. A generalization of the GNS-representation is investigated that represents partial�-algebras as systems of operators ating on a partial inner produt spae (i.e., PIP -spae). Itis based on possibly inde�nite B-weights whih are losely related to the positive B-weightsintrodued by J.-P. Antoine, Y. Soulet and C. Trapani. Some additional assumptions had tobe made in order to guarantee the GNS-onstrution. Di�erent partial produts of operatorson a PIP -spae are onsidered whih allow the GNS-onstrution under suitable onditions.Several examples illustrate the argumentation and indiate inherent problems.Keywords: Partial algebras, GNS-onstrution, weights, partial inner produt spaesAMS subjet lassi�ation: 47D40, 46K10, 46C501. IntrodutionThe development of the theory of partial �-algebras has been motivated by the appear-ane of suh strutures in models of loal quantum �eld theory and quantum statistialmehanis (see, e.g., [6, 13℄). Lately, several standard results of the theory of �-algebrasof operators were extended to a ertain degree to partial �-algebras, for instane rep-resentation theory, modular theory of Tomita-Takesaki, and automorphism groups and�-derivations. For details and further referenes, we refer to the review [2℄ by J.-P.Antoine, A. Inoue and C. Trapani.As the GNS-onstrution is one of the basi tools of the theory of �-algebras, therearises a partiular interest in extending it to partial �-algebras. A promising approah tothis problem has been made by J.-P. Antoine, A. Inoue and C. Trapani [3℄, starting witha positive sesquilinear form on a partial �-algebra, using a subspae of the spae of allright multipliers to set up the representation, and taking into aount the possible lakof (semi-)assoiativity. The result is a representation of the partial �-algebra into thepartial O�-algebra Ly(D;H). Nevertheless, this approah might be not general enough.Yet for �-algebras there exists a GNS-onstrution based on weights, that is, positivefuntionals de�ned on the positive one of the �-algebra that do not neessarily take�nite values. In order to give a GNS-onstrution for partial �-algebras that generalizesalso the theory of weights, J.-P. Antoine, Y. Soulet and C. Trapani [5℄ introdued thenotion of a (positive) B-weight. The GNS-onstrution based on a B-weight will leadBoth authors: Math. Inst. Univ., Augustuspl. 10, D-04109 LeipzigISSN 0232-2064 / $ 2.50  Heldermann Verlag Berlin



624 K.-D. K�ursten and E. Wagnerto a representation of the given partial �-algebra as a system of operators ating on somepartial inner produt spae (PIP -spae); the basi ideas of PIP -spaes were developedby J.-P. Antoine and A. Grossmann in earlier papers [1℄.Our treatment of the subjet follows losely the program presented in [5℄, exept thatwe do not require the B-weight to be positive. However, there will be inluded severalexamples whih show that our results are also relevant to the ase of positive B-weights.In Setion 2 we give a suÆient and neessary ondition that a B-weight determines thestruture of a non-degenerate PIP -spae. Setions 3 and 4 are devoted to the study ofa generalized GNS-representation of a partial �-algebra as systems of operators atingon a non-degenerate PIP -spae V . To do this, the linear spae of all ontinuous linearoperators on V (denoted by Op(V )) must be equipped with a multipliative struture.In Setion 3 the underlying multipliative struture is based on a de�nition due to J.-P.Antoine and A. Grossmann [1℄. It turns out that additional assumptions must be madein order to guarantee the GNS-representation. Under ertain onditions some of theadditional assumptions an be removed by introduing more general partial produtson Op(V ). This is the entral theme of Setion 4. For the onveniene of the reader,the neessary de�nitions onerning PIP -spaes, partial �-algebras and B-weights areinluded in Setions 2 and 3. For a more detailed study we refer to the referenes [1 -5, 10℄.2. Constrution of non-degenerate PIP -spaesIn this setion we investigate the problem whether, given a (possibly inde�nite) B-weight 
 on a partial �-algebra, there exists a non-degenerate PIP -spae assoiatedwith 
 in a natural way. It turns out that the existene of suh a PIP -spae maybe haraterized by additional onditions on the B-weight. Examples show that theseonditions do not follow from the axioms of B-weights.Let us summarize some notations and de�nitions onerning PIP -spaes, partial�-algebras and B-weights. These de�nitions are essentially equivalent to the originalde�nitions in [1, 5℄, exept that our forms are linear in the �rst argument and that theform 
 is not required to be positive semi-de�nite here. A weak linear ompatibility ona C-vetor spae V is a symmetri binary relation # on V suh that all non-empty setsof the type M# := �' 2 V : '# for all  2M	 (M � V )(alled assaying subspaes) are linear subspaes of V . A linear ompatibility on V isa weak linear ompatibility suh that all sets of the type M# are non-empty. Supposenow that # is a linear ompatibility on the C-vetor spae V and let �(#) denote thegraph of #. A partial inner produt on (V;#) is a mapping�(#) 3 (';  )! h';  i 2 Cwhih is linear in ' and satis�es h';  i = h ; 'i whenever '# . A triple (V;#; h�; �i),where h�; �i is a partial inner produt on (V;#), is alled a PIP -spae. It is said to benon-degenerate if h';  i = 0 for all  2 V # implies that ' = 0.



On Representations of Partial �-Algebras 625A partial �-algebra is a �-vetor spae A together with a subset � � A � A and amapping � 3 (x; y) ! x � y = xy 2 A suh that (x; y); (x; z) 2 � and �; � 2 C implythat (x; �y + �z) 2 �, (y�; x�) 2 �, and thatx � (�y + �z) = �(x � y) + �(x � z)(x � y)� = y� � x� :)The set of right multipliers of a subset N � A is the setR(N) := �x 2 A : (y; x) 2 � for all y 2 N	:GNS-onstrutions map abstrat partial �-algebras into ertain spaes of linearoperators ating on linear spaes, for instane on unitary spaes or on PIP -spaes. Suhspaes of linear operators represent also basi examples of spaes with partially de�nedproduts. Examples in [9 - 11℄ show that these spaes are not neessarily assoiative.For this reason, assoiativity is not inluded in the axioms of partial �-algebras.Now (possibly inde�nite) B-weights are de�ned as follows.De�nition 2.1. Suppose A is a partial �-algebra, B is a linear subspae of R(A),and ℄ is a weak linear ompatibility on A with graph �(℄). A mapping
 : �(℄) 3 (x; y) ! 
(x; y) 2 Cwhih is linear in x and satis�es 
(x; y) = 
(y; x)whenever (x; y) 2 �(℄) is said to be a B-weight if the following onditions are satis�ed:(i) B� B [ AB� B � �(℄) (where AB := fab : a 2 A and b 2 Bg).(ii) 
(xb1; b2) = 
(b1; x�b2) for all x 2 A and b1; b2 2 B.(iii) If x1; x2 2 A and x1 2 R(fx2g), then (x1b1; x�2b2) 2 �(℄) for all b1; b2 2 B and
(x1b1; x�2b2) = 
((x2x1)b1; b2).(iv) If x 2 B and 
(y; x) = 0 for all y 2 B, then 
(y; x) = 0 for all y 2 B℄.If A is a �-algebra and ! a linear funtional on A satisfying !(x�x) 2 R for allx 2 A, then one obtains a sesquilinear form 
 on A by setting 
(x; y) = !(y�x). Itarises the question if we an start with a linear funtional on a partial �-algebra A andonstrut a B-weight in a similar way. Naturally, additional assumption must be made.In view of De�nition 2.1/(ii) and (iii), we impose on A semi-assoiativity: A is alledsemi-assoiative if x 2 R(fyg) implies xb 2 R(fyg) for all b 2 R(A) and y(xb) = (yx)b.The following proposition desribes a situation where a linear funtional determinesthe struture of a B-weight.



626 K.-D. K�ursten and E. WagnerProposition 2.2. Suppose A is a semi-assoiative partial �-algebra, B is a linearsubspae of R(A), D is a linear subspae of A, and ! : D ! C is a linear funtionalsuh that the following onditions are satis�ed:(i) D = D� (:= fx� : x 2 Dg) and !(x�) = !(x) for all x 2 D.(ii) B�B � D and B�AB (= B�(AB)) � D.(iii) If x 2 B and B�x � ker (!), then B0 �x � ker (!) where B0 := fy 2 A : B�y �Dg.De�ne x ℄ y if x 2 R(fy�g) and y�x 2 D. Then ℄ is a linear ompatibility on A, and
, de�ned by 
(x; y) = !(y�x) whenever x ℄ y, is a B-weight on A in the sense ofDe�nition 2:1.Proof. Sine (y�; x) 2 � and y�x 2 D imply that (x�; y) 2 � and x�y 2 D, ℄ issymmetri. Sine the partial produt on A is distributive and D is a linear subspae, ℄de�nes a linear ompatibility. Using the hypothesis, one proves easily that 
 satis�esthe onditions of De�nition 2.1. For instane, if x1 2 R(fx2g), then repeated appliationof semi-assoiativity gives for all b1; b2 2 BD 3 b�2((x1x2)b1) = b�2(x1(x2b1)) = (b�2x1)(x2b1) ;whih implies De�nition 2.1/(iii). To verify De�nition 2.1/(iv), observe that B℄ = B0and apply ondition (iii)The following proposition is the main result of this setion. It haraterizes B-weights to whih there is assoiated a non-degenerate PIP -spae in a natural way.PIP -spaes obtained in this manner will serve in the following setions as representationspaes for a generalized GNS-onstrution.Proposition 2.3. Let subspaes of B℄ be de�ned byN1 = �x 2 B℄℄ : 
(x; y) = 0 for all y 2 B℄	N2 = �x 2 B℄ : 
(x; y) = 0 for all y 2 B℄℄	:Then for a linear subspae N � B℄ the following onditions are equivalent:(i) On V := B℄=N there exists a non-degenerate PIP -spae struture suh that(x+ N) # (y + N) , x ℄ y and x ℄ y ) hx+N; y +Ni = 
(x; y):(ii) N = N1 = N2.Proof. (ii) ) (i): Let x1; x2 2 B℄ and n1; n2 2 N. If (x1; x2) 2 �(℄), then weobserve that (x1 + n1; x2) 2 �(℄); using �rstly n1 2 B℄℄ sine N = N1 and seondlythe linearity of ℄. Continuing in this way gives (x1 + n1; x2 + n2) 2 �(℄). Hene(x1 + n1; x2 + n2) 2 �(℄) for all n1; n2 2 N if and only if (x1; x2) 2 �(℄); thus # is wellde�ned. By the properties of �(℄), it follows that # de�nes a linear ompatibility onV . The above arguments allow us to write
(x1 + n1; x2 + n2) = 
(x1; x2) + 
(x1; n2) + 
(n1; x2) + 
(n1; n2)



On Representations of Partial �-Algebras 627whenever (x1; x2) 2 �(℄). Sine N = N1, we get 
(x1+n1; x2+n2) = 
(x1; x2). Heneh�; �i is well de�ned. That h�; �i de�nes a partial inner produt follows from the assumedproperties of 
. By N = N2, V is non-degenerate.(i) ) (ii): Clearly, N � B℄℄ is neessary, otherwise # would not be well de�ned.Suppose n 2 N, y 2 B℄ and 
(n; y) 6= 0. Then for any x 2 B℄℄ we get 
(x + n; y) 6=
(x; y), so h�; �i is not well de�ned; therefore N � N1. Note that V # = fx + N : x 2B℄℄g. As V is non-degenerate, we have N2 � N. Finally, N1 � N2 sine B℄℄ � B℄.Thus we have proved N1 � N2 � N � N1 whih yields (ii)The following two examples illustrate that for arbitrary B-weights the assertions ofProposition 2.3 are not neessarily satis�ed. The �rst example shows that the assertionN1 = N2 depends strongly on the weak linear ompatibility ℄. The seond exampleis espeially designed to show that there is no natural generalization of the Shwarzinequality for positive B-weights.Example 2.4. There exist a partial �-algebra A, a linear subspae B � A, and aB-weight 
 on A suh that N1 6= N2.Indeed, onsider the �-algebra A := L1([0; 2℄) of all measurable, bounded, omplexfuntions on the interval [0; 2℄. Set B = �[0;1℄A, where �[0;1℄ denotes the harateristifuntion of the interval [0; 1℄. De�ne ℄ by setting �(℄) = (A� B) [ (B�A) and de�ne
(f; g) = R 20 f�gdt whenever (f; g) 2 �(℄). Using AB � B, one easily veri�es that
 is a B-weight in the sense of De�nition 2.1. Now B℄ = A, B℄℄ = B, and thusN1 = f0g 6= �[1;2℄A = N2. Notie that if we had de�ned �(℄) = A� A, N1 = N2 wouldhold.Inidentally, Example 2.4 yields an example of Proposition 2.2, too; just set D = Band de�ne !(f) = R 20 fdt for all f 2 D.We all a B-weight 
 positive if 
(x; x) � 0 whenever (x; x) 2 �(℄). One mighttry to obtain a better result as Proposition 2.3 by employing the Shwarz inequality.If, for instane, 
 is a positive semi-de�nite sesquilinear form on A, then it is suÆientto onsider the set N = fx 2 B℄ ; 
(x; x) = 0g sine the Shwarz inequality implies
(y; n) = 0 for all y 2 B℄ and n 2 N. Unfortunately, this approah is useless forPIP -spaes with positive B-weights. It an, namely, happen that 
(y; n) 6= 0 althoughn 2 B℄℄ and 
(n; n) = 0. We shall present an expliit example.Example 2.5. There exist a partial �-algebra A, a linear subspae B � A, and apositive B-weight 
 on A suh that the following statements hold: There are b 2 B℄℄and y 2 B℄ suh that 
(b; b) = 0 but 
(y; b) 6= 0, N1;N2 � B℄℄ and N1 6= N2.Indeed, let B be the vetor spae ' of all omplex sequenes (xn) = (xn)n2Nwitha �nite number of non-zero entries. Consider the omplex vetor spaeA := C(n) + C( 1n ) + ' ;where (n) and ( 1n ) denote the sequenes (n)n2N and ( 1n )n2N, respetively. A beomesa partial �-algebra by restriting the pointwise multipliation of sequenes to � :=(A�B)[ (B�A) and de�ning an involution by omplex onjugation. We introdue a



628 K.-D. K�ursten and E. Wagnerlinear ompatibility ℄ and a positive B-weight 
 on A by setting�(℄) = (A� (C( 1n ) + B)) [ ((C( 1n ) + B)� A)
((xn); (yn)) = limk!1 xkyk whenever ((xn); (yn)) 2 �(℄):Notie that 
((xn); (vn)) = 0 for all (xn) 2 A, (vn) 2 B and that the produt of anypair ((xn); (yn)) 2 � lies in B. Combining these two fats, one proves easily that 
 isindeed a B-weight. Moreover, B℄ = A and B℄℄ = C( 1n ) + B.Given (vn); (wn) 2 B and �; �1; �2 2 C, we alulate
��1( 1n ) + (vn); �(n) + �2( 1n ) + (wn)� = �1�:As an example, the hoie b = ( 1n ) 2 B℄℄, y = (n) 2 B℄ gives 
(b; b) = 0 and 
(y; b) =1 6= 0. Furthermore, it follows N1 = B and N2 = B℄℄, hene N1 6= N2 as asserted.Note that N1;N2 � B℄℄ is satis�ed.3. Representations of partial �-algebras using fatorizationprodutsWe turn now to the problem of onstruting a representation of partial �-algebras assystems of operators ating on a non-degenerate PIP -spae. The non-degenerate PIP -spae in question will be, of ourse, the one onstruted in the preeding setion. Fornon-degenerate PIP -spaes we an adopt the onepts of dual pairings; if (V;#; h�; �i)is a non-degenerate PIP -spae and X � V an assaying subspae, then the restritionof h�; �i to X � X#, where X# denotes the assoiated onjugate linear spae of X#,is a dual pairing. From now on, eah assaying subspae X will be equipped with theMakey topology �(X;X#), unless it is otherwise stated. The set of all ontinuouslinear operators from X into another assaying subspae Y will be denoted by L(X;Y ).J.-P. Antoine and A. Grossmann [1℄ introdued the operator spaes Op(V ) (andmore generally, Op(V;W )) of operators ating on PIP -spaes. They also de�ned prod-uts for ertain n-tuples of those operators. In their paper J.-P. Antoine and A. Gross-mann showed that, given a non-degenerate PIP -spae (V;#; h�; �i), the spae Op(V )is linearly isomorphi in a natural way to the spae L(V #; V ) of all ontinuous lin-ear operators mapping V # into V . Using this isomorphism, we identify here Op(V )with L(V #; V ). Then the following de�nition of produts on Op(V ) is equivalent tothe speial ase of the de�nition in [1℄, where all operators to be multiplied belong toOp(V ) = Op(V; V ) for a �xed PIP -spae (V;#; h�; �i).De�nition 3.1. Let (V;#; h�; �i) be a non-degenerate PIP -spae. The fatorizationprodut Tn Æ : : : Æ T1 of elements of Op(V ) (= L(V #; V )) is said to be de�ned if thereare assaying subspaes E0; : : : ; En of V and ontinuous extensions Sj 2 L(Ej�1; Ej) ofTj . In this ase Tn Æ : : : Æ T1' = Sn(: : : (S1') : : :):On Op(V ) there is de�ned an involution A 7! A� suh that hA';  i = h';A�  ifor all ';  2 V #, i.e., A� is the dual A0 2 L(V #; V ) of A, onsidered as an element ofL(V #; V ).



On Representations of Partial �-Algebras 629Our aim is to onstrut a linear mapping � : A! Op(V ) that respets adjoints andproduts, i.e., �(x�) = �(x)� for all x 2 A and �(xy) = �(x)Æ�(y) whenever y 2 R(fxg).As in [5℄, the basi idea is to de�ne the operator �(x) on the set fb+N : b 2 Bg � V (seeProposition 2.3 for notations) by setting �(x)(b+ N) = xb+ N. Unfortunately, we arefaing two diÆulties: In general, �(x) is not yet de�ned on V # sine fb+ N : b 2 Bgis not neessarily equal to V #, and for y 2 R(fxg) we must �nd an assaying subspaeX � V suh that �(y) 2 L(V #; X) and that �(x) has an extension belonging to L(X;V ).Under these irumstanes it seems natural that we need further assumptions. For thispurpose we state the following de�nition.De�nition 3.2. Suppose A is a partial �-algebra, B is a linear subspae of R(A),and 
 is B-weight on A. If X and Y are linear subspaes of B℄ and X � Y ℄, then�(X;Y ) denotes the topology on X that is generated by the family of semi-normsfpygy2Y , where py(x) := j
(x; y)j. We say the partial produt of A is 
-hypoontinuouswith respet to B, if the linear funtionalsB 3 b 7�! 
(xb; w) 2 Care ontinuous for all x 2 A and w 2 (xB)℄ with respet to the topology �(B;B℄), andif for eah x 2 A there exists a familyM of �(B℄℄;B℄)-bounded subsets of B suh thatB℄℄ = [M2MM , where M denotes the losure of M with respet to �(B℄℄;B℄), andthe losed, onvex, irled hull of xM is quasi-ompat with respet to �((xB)℄℄; (xB)℄)for eah M 2 M.Remarks.1. In general, the topology �(X;Y ) does not separate the points of X. That iswhy we require the losed, onvex, irled hull of xM to be quasi-ompat; the term\ompat" we reserve for ompat Hausdor� spaes.2. The terminology \hypoontinuous" alludes to the onept of S-hypoontinuousbilinear forms as de�ned by Bourbaki [7: Chapter III, x5, 3.℄. How 
-hypoontinuouspartial produts are related to S-hypoontinuous sesquilinear forms will beome learin the proof of the next proposition.Now we are in a position to prove the following version of a generalized GNS-representation.Proposition 3.3. Let 
 be a B-weight on a partial �-algebra A. Suppose thatN := fx 2 B℄ : 
(x; y) = 0 for all y 2 Bg satis�es the assertions of Proposition2:3. Let (V;#; h�; �i) denote the non-degenerate PIP -spae de�ned in Proposition 2:3.Assume that the partial produt of A is 
-hypoontinuous with respet to B. Thenthere exists a unique linear mapping � : A ! Op(V ) suh that �(x)(b+ N) = xb + Nfor all b 2 B and x 2 A. Furthermore, � satis�es �(x�) = �(x)� for all x 2 A and�(xy) = �(x) Æ �(y) whenever y 2 R(fxg).It is useful to introdue some temporary notations. Let � : B℄ ! B℄=N denote theanonial mapping. For an element �(a) 2 B℄=N (= V ) we write synonymously a+ Nand â; similarly we write M in plae of �(M), where M � B℄. The proof of Proposition3.3 requires four steps: We shall



630 K.-D. K�ursten and E. Wagner{ de�ne a linear mapping ~�(x) : bB ! V{ give a unique extension �(x) 2 L(V #; V ) of ~�(x){ prove that �(x�) = �(x)�, and �nally{ show that �(xy) = �(x) Æ �(y) whenever y 2 R(fxg).Proof of Proposition 3.3. First step: As mentioned above, for eah x 2 A wede�ne a linear mapping ~�(x) : bB ! V by setting~�(x)(b+ N) = xb+ N:We have to show that this mapping is well de�ned. By De�nition 2.1/(i), xb 2 B℄ forall x 2 A and b 2 B. Given b1; b2 2 B suh that b1 � b2 2 N, it follows from De�nition2.1/(ii) and N = N1 that
(xb1 � xb2; b) = 
(b1 � b2; x�b) = 0 for all b 2 B :This implies xb1�xb2 2 N, hene ~�(x) does not depend on the hoie of representatives.Seond step: Our next goal is to show that ~�(x) admits a unique ontinuous ex-tension �(x) : V # ! (dxB )##. Let S(V #; (dxB )#) denote the set of all separatelyontinuous sesquilinear forms � : V # � (dxB )# ! C. The proof hinges on the (reallinear) isomorphismsS(V #; (dxB )#) �= L(V #; (dxB )##) �= L((dxB )#; V ) ;where L(V #; (dxB )##) �= L((dxB )#; V ) onsists in taking adjoints, that is, given a� 2 S(V #; (dxB )#), there exist unique B 2 L(V #; (dxB )##) and C 2 L((dxB )#; V )suh that �(v̂; bw) = hB v̂; bwi = hv̂;C bwi for all v̂ 2 V # and bw 2 (dxB )#:The isomorphisms an be obtained by identifying the sesquilinear forms on V #�(dxB )#with the bilinear forms on V #�(dxB )# and applying the appropriate results for bilinearforms (see K�othe [8: x40, 1.℄).It is also known that a linear mapping is ontinuous with respet to the orrespond-ing Makey topologies if and only if it is ontinuous with respet to the orrespondingweak topologies. If we refer to the latter ase, we shall say \weakly ontinuous".With the notations established in De�nition 3.2, we observe that the weak topology�( bX; bX#) is the quotient topology of �(X;X#), where X is an assaying subspae ofB℄. To see this, note thatN = �x 2 B℄℄ : 
(x; y) = 0 for all y 2 B℄	� �x 2 X : 
(x; y) = 0 for all y 2 X℄	� �x 2 B℄ : 
(x; y) = 0 for all y 2 B℄℄	= N;



On Representations of Partial �-Algebras 631hene N = nx 2 X : 
(x; y) = 0 for all y 2 X℄o = \y2X℄ p�1y (0):As a onsequene, � : (X;�(X;X℄))! ( bX; �( bX; bX#)) is a ontinuous, open mapping.In addition, (bB ; �(bB ; V )) is a topologial subspae of (V #; �(V #; V )).Next, for x 2 A de�ne~�x : bB � (dxB )# 3 (b̂; bw) 7�! h~�(x) b̂; bwi 2 C:Sine ~�(x) b̂ 2 (dxB )##, ~�x is weakly ontinuous in the seond argument. To proveontinuity in the �rst argument, onsider the linear funtionals�x;w : B 3 b 7�! 
(xb; w) 2 C�x;w : bB 3 b̂ 7�! h~�(x) b̂; bwi 2 C) �x 2 A; w 2 (xB)℄�:Sine h~�(x) b̂; bwi = 
(xb; w), we have �x;w = �x;w Æ � and ��1x;w(A) = �(��1x;w(A)), whereA � C. But �x;w is ontinuous by the 
-hypoontinuity of the partial produt, and� is open, hene ��1x;w(U) is open for every open set U � C. This implies the weakontinuity of �x;w and, moreover, the weak ontinuity of ~�x in the �rst argument.Let M be a family of subsets of B satisfying the assumptions of De�nition 3.2. SetM = fM : M 2 Mg. As �(V #; V ) is the quotient topology of �(B℄℄;B℄), we haveV # = [ bM2 bM M , where the losure M of M is taken with respet to �(V #; V ), andall M 2 M are bounded. Applying the fats that the losed, onvex, irled hull ofxM is quasi-ompat with respet to �((xB)℄℄; (xB)℄) (see De�nition 3.2) and that � isontinuous, one veri�es readily that the losed, onvex, irled hull of (dxM) is ompatwith respet to �((dxB )##; (dxB )#); hene the polar(dxM)Æ = �ŷ 2 (dxB )# : j~�x(bm; ŷ)j � 1 for all bm 2 M	is a 0-neighbourhood in (dxB )#. Now, olleting the properties of ~�x and M, we observethat ~�x is M-hypoontinuous as de�ned by Bourbaki [7℄. This is the ruial observation.It follows by a theorem onerning hypoontinuous bilinear mappings (see [7: ChapterIII, x5, 4.℄) that ~�x has a unique separately ontinuous extension�x : V # � (dxB )# �! C:By the above mentioned isomorphisms, this implies that there exist unique linear oper-ators X 2 L(V #; (dxB )##) and Y 2 L((dxB )#; V )suh that �x(v̂; bw) = hX v̂; bwi = hv̂;Y bwi for all v̂ 2 V #; bw 2 (dxB )#: (1)



632 K.-D. K�ursten and E. WagnerIn partiular, h~�(x) b̂; bwi = hX b̂; bwi for all b̂ 2 B̂ ; bw 2 (dxB )# ;whih gives XdB̂= ~�(x) sine (dxB )# separates the points of (dxB )##. Furthermore,N = �x 2 B℄ : 
(x; y) = 0 for all y 2 B	implies that the polar of bB taken in V is f0g, and this is equivalent to the density of bB inV #. Thus the ontinuous extension of ~�(x) is unique. As the embedding (dxB )## ,! Vis ontinuous, X an also be onsidered as an element of L(V #; V ). Setting �(x) v̂ = X v̂for all v̂ 2 V #, we obtain the desired ontinuous extension �(x) : V # ! V of ~�(x).Third step: We observe thath�(x)� b̂1; b̂2i = hb̂1; �(x) b̂2i = h�(x�) b̂1; b̂2i for all b̂1; b̂2 2 B̂ ; x 2 A:The �rst equality follows from the de�nition of the involution on Op(V ); the seondequality follows by using �(x)(b+N) = xb+N for all b 2 B, the definition of h�; �i andDe�nition 2.1/(ii). Sine bB separates the points of V and is dense in V #, the aboveequation implies �(x)� = �(x�).Fourth step: Suppose x; y 2 A and y 2 R(fxg). An appliation of De�nition2.1/(iii) shows that (yB ) � (dx�B )# whih gives (yB )## � (dx�B )#. Furthermore,the embedding (yB )## ,! (dx�B )# is ontinuous. Replaing x by y in equation (1)and using the ontinuity of the embedding (yB )## ,! (dx�B )#, we �nd an operatorS1 2 L(V #; (dx�B )#) suh that S1 v̂ = �(y) v̂ for all v̂ 2 V # (see the �nal part of theseond step). Replaing x by x� in Equation (1), we �nd an operator S2 2 L((dx�B )#; V )suh that h�(x�) v̂; bwi = hv̂; S2 bwi for all v̂ 2 V #; bw 2 (dx�B )#: (2)Moreover, equation (2) implies �(x�)� = S2dV # whih gives, by the third step, �(x) v̂ =S2 v̂ for all v̂ 2 V #. Hene the fatorization produt �(x) Æ �(y) is de�ned and satis�es�(x) Æ �(y) v̂ = S2(S1 v̂) for all v̂ 2 V #.Now, for all b̂1; b̂2 2 bB we haveh�(xy) b̂1; b̂2i = h�(y) b̂1; �(x�) b̂2i = hS2(S1 b̂1); b̂2i = h�(x) Æ �(y) b̂1; b̂2i ;the �rst identity is obtained by using De�nition 2.1/(iii), and the seond identity followsfrom equation (2). Sine bB separates the points of V and is dense in V #, this implies�(xy) = �(x) Æ �(y), and the proof is ompleteRemarks.1. Let E and F be loally onvex spaes. A theorem by Bourbaki [7: ChapterIII, x5, 3.℄ asserts that if F is barrelled, then every separately ontinuous bilinear formfrom E � F into C is S-hypoontinuous for any family S of bounded subsets of E.An examination of the proof of Proposition 3.3 shows that if the spaes (dxB )# are



On Representations of Partial �-Algebras 633barrelled for all x 2 A, then we an replae the hypothesis that the partial produt onA is 
-hypoontinuous with respet to B by the statement that all linear funtionalsB 3 b 7�! 
(xb; w) 2 C are ontinuous for all x 2 A and w 2 (xB)℄ with respet to�(B;B℄).2. Let N satisfy the assertions of Proposition 2.3. If B℄℄ = B+N, and if the linearfuntionals B 3 b 7�! 
(xb; w) 2 C are ontinuous for all x 2 A and w 2 (xB)℄ withrespet to �(B;B℄), then the partial produt on A is at one 
-hypoontinuous withrespet to B. To see this, set M = fbgb2B and note that fbg = fb+ n : n 2 Ng.Using the preeding remarks, we an restate Proposition 3.3 in the following way.Proposition 3.4. Let 
 be a B-weight on a partial �-algebra A and suppose thatN := fx 2 B℄ : 
(x; y) = 0 for all y 2 Bg satis�es the assertions of Proposition2:3. Let (V;#; h�; �i) denote the non-degenerate PIP -spae de�ned in Proposition 2:3.Assume that the linear funtionals B 3 b 7�! 
(xb; w) 2 C are ontinuous for allx 2 A and w 2 (xB)℄ with respet to �(B;B℄). Suppose that one of the followingonditions is satis�ed:(i) B℄℄ = B+N.(ii) (dxB )# is barrelled for all x 2 A.Then there exists a unique linear mapping � from A into Op(V ) suh that �(x)(b+N) =xb+ N for all b 2 B and x 2 A. Furthermore, � satis�es �(x�) = �(x)� for all x 2 Aand �(xy) = �(x) Æ �(y) whenever y 2 R(fxg).Example 4.4 below will show that we annot dispense with a hypothesis that ensuresin the preeding propositions the existene of the produts �(x)Æ�(y). Here we requiredthe partial produt of A to be 
-hypoontinuous with respet to B. It should be pointedout that this assumption is suÆient but we did not prove that it is neessary; it seemsto be rather diÆult to give a neessary ondition. Observe that the fatorization ofthe produt �(x) Æ �(y) was ahieved by proving that �(y) 2 L(V #; (yB )##) and that�(x) admits an extension belonging to L((dx�B )#; V ), but any assaying subspae Xsuh that (yB )## � X � (dx�B )#, that �(y) 2 L(V #; X), and that �(x) possesses anextension in L(X;V ) fatorizes the produt �(x) Æ �(y). A neessary ondition wouldhave to ontrol all those assaying subspaes X.4. Representations based on extended produtsIn this setion, there will be onsiderd a seond approah to GNS-representations ofpartial �-algebras whih uses a more general partial produt T1 � T2 of operators onPIP -spaes. This produt is similar to the weak produt de�ned in [4℄ for ertainoperators on Hilbert spaes. In ontrary to the produt onsidered in Setion 3, it isde�ned only for ertain pairs of operators, but not for n-tuples. However, it allows toonstrut a representation of a partial �-algebra A based on a B-weight 
, wheneverbesides the neessary onditions given in Setion 2 also the quite general additionalondition B℄℄ = B + N is satis�ed. An example shows that it is impossible to de�neoperators �(x) (x 2 A) as elements of Op(V ) in a natural way without any additional



634 K.-D. K�ursten and E. Wagnerondition. There will also be onsidered a further partial produt �, introdued in [14℄,whih plays an intermediate role between the partial produts Æ and �. Several examplesdemonstrate properties of these produts.The produts � and � are de�ned as follows.De�nition 4.1. Let (V;#; h�; �i) be a non-degenerate PIP -spae. The produtT2 � T1 of two elements of Op(V ) is de�ned if and only if the following two equivalentonditions are satis�ed:(i) There exists a C 2 Op(V ) suh thathT1'; T �2 i = hC';  i (for all ';  2 V #):(ii) There exist linear mappings C;D : V # ! V suh thathT1'; T �2 i = hC';  i = h';D i (for all ';  2 V #):In this ase T2 � T1 := C :De�nition 4.2. Let (V;#; h�; �i) be a non-degenerate PIP -spae. The produtT2 �T1 of two elements of Op(V ) is de�ned if and only if there exist assaying subspaesX, Y of V suh that the following four onditions are satis�ed:(i) T1(V #) � X.(ii) T �2 (V #) � Y .(iii) T2 has a ontinuous extension S : X ! V .(iv) T �1 has a ontinuous extension R : Y ! V .In this ase T2 � T1' := S(T1') for ' 2 V #:Note that T2 � T1 belongs to Op(V ) sine its adjoint is given by(T2 � T1)�' = R(T �2') for ' 2 V #:Note also that the existene of T2 Æ T1 implies T2 � T1 = T2 Æ T1, and that the existeneof T2 � T1 implies T2 � T1 = T2 � T1. Atually, the domains of de�nition of the threepartial produts are di�erent. This may be seen by using Example 4.6 below and [12:Examples 3.5 and 4.4℄.Now it is not diÆult to onstrut a representation by using the partial produt� (f. [12℄). The onstrution of the representation and some of its properties aredesribed in the following proposition.Proposition 4.3. Let 
 be a B-weight on a partial �-algebra A. Suppose that Nis a linear subspae of B℄ suh that the assertions of Proposition 2:3 are satis�ed andthat B℄℄ = B + N. Let (V;#; h�; �i) denote the non-degenerate PIP -spae de�ned inProposition 2:3. Then the formula�(x)(b+ N) = xb+ N (b 2 B)



On Representations of Partial �-Algebras 635de�nes a linear mapping � : A ! Op(V ) suh that �(x�) = �(x)� for all x 2 A.Moreover, �(x2x1) = �(x2) � �(x1)for all x1; x2 2 A with x1 2 R(fx2g).Note that, provided assertion (ii) in Proposition 2.3 is satis�ed, ondition (iv) inDe�nition 2.1 means that fb+N : b 2 Bg is a dense linear subspae of B℄℄=N = V #. Bythe following two examples, this does not imply that there exist operators �(a) 2 Op(V )satisfying �(a)(b+ N) = ab+N for all a 2 A and b 2 B.Example 4.4. There exist a partial �-algebra A, a linear subspae B � A, and aB-weight 
 on A, suh that the spaes N1 and N2 de�ned in Proposition 2.3 are equalto f0g and suh that for some a 2 A the mappingB 3 x ! a x 2 B℄ (= V )does not extend to an element of Op(V ).Indeed, let A be the �-algebra ! of all omplex valued sequenes (with pointwisealgebrai operations), let B be the �-subalgebra ' of all sequenes of �nite support, andlet 
 be the usual salar produt of l2 � !. Then, in partiular, �(℄) = l2 � l2 and it iseasy to see that 
 is a B-weight. Moreover, using the notations of Proposition 2.3, wehave N1 = N2 = f0g and V (= B℄) = V # = l2. Consequently, Op(V ) oinides withthe spae of all bounded linear operators on l2 and the example is ompleted by takinga = (aj)j2N to be an unbounded sequene.Example 4.5. There exist a partial �-algebra A, a linear subspae B � A, and aB-weight 
 on A, suh that the equivalent onditions of Proposition 2.3 are satis�edand that for some a 2 A the spae N1 = N2 de�ned in Proposition 2.3 is not invariantfor the mapping B 3 x ! a x 2 B℄:This example will be onstruted in the spaeA := C5 = �(x1; x2; x3; x4; x5) : xj 2 C	endowed with its usual struture of a �-vetor spae and with the (ommutative butnon-assoiative) partial produt de�ned as follows:C := �(xj)5j=1 2 A : x5 = 0	� := (C�A) [ (A� C)(xj)5j=1 � (yj)5j=1 := (x1y1; x2y2; x3y3; x4y4; 0)+ (x5y3; 0; x5y1; 0; 0)+ (x3y5; 0; x1y5; 0; 0) 9>=>; for �(xj)5j=1; (yj)5j=1� 2 �:



636 K.-D. K�ursten and E. WagnerFurthermore, we de�ne a B-weight by settingB = �(xj)5j=1 2 A : x3 = x4 = x5 = 0	�(℄) = C� C
((xj)5j=1; (yj)5j=1) = 4Xj=2 xj yj for �(xj)5j=1; (yj)5j=1� 2 �(℄):Easy omputations show that all properties of De�nition 2.1 are satis�ed. E.g., it followsfor x = (xj)5j=1 2 A, y = (yj)5j=1 2 C, and b = (bj)5j=1;  = (j)5j=1 2 B that y 2 Band that 
(xb; y) = x2 b2 y2 2 = 
(b; (x�y)):By ommutativity, this implies De�nition 2.1/(iii).Clearly, B℄ = B℄℄ = C and N1 = N2 = C � (1; 0; 0; 0; 0). Setting a = (0; 0; 0; 0; 1),we have a � (1; 0; 0; 0; 0) 62 N1, whih ompletes the example.Our �nal example shows that the representation desribed in Proposition 4.3 annotbe onstruted by using the produt on Op(V ) de�ned in De�nition 3.1, in general.Example 4.6. There exist a partial �-algebra A, a linear subspae B � A, and aB-weight 
 on A, suh that all assumptions of Proposition 4.3 are satis�ed and thatfor some a 2 A with a 2 R(fag) the produt �(a) Æ �(a) does not exist in the sense ofDe�nition 3.1.Let again ! denote the �-algebra of all omplex valued sequenes (xj) = (xj)j2N(with pointwise operations). Let ' be the �-subalgebra of all sequenes of �nite support.Consider elements a = (an) and a2 = ((an)2) of !, where (an)n2N is a �xed unboundedsequene of positive real numbers. De�ne nowA = '+ Ca+ Ca2� = ('+ Ca)� ('+ Ca) [A� ' [ '� A:)Endowed with the linear operations and the involution indued from ! and with thepartial produt obtained as the restrition of the produt of ! to �, A is a partial�-algebra. Setting B = ' and de�ning ℄ and 
 by�(℄) = A� ' [ '�A
((xj); (yj)) = 1Xj=1 xjyj ((xj); (yj) 2 �(℄)) ;we get a B-weight 
 on A. It is easy to see that the assertions of Proposition 2.3 aresatis�ed for N = f0g and that B℄℄ = B. Consequently, the PIP -spae (V;#; h�; �i)onstruted in Proposition 2.3 oinides here with (A; ℄;
(�; �)), and all assumptions ofProposition 4.3 are satis�ed. Given (xj) 2 A, the operator �((xj)) ats on V # = B asmultipliation operator with the sequene (xj).



On Representations of Partial �-Algebras 637We show that �(a) : V # ! V # is not ontinuous. Otherwise it would have aontinuous adjoint A : V ! V suh thath�(a)b1; b2i = hb1; A b2i (for all b1 2 V #; b2 2 V ):This would imply that Aa2 = ((aj)3), whih is impossible.It an be seen in the same way that �(a) does not have a ontinuous extension toan operator A : V ! V . Sine the only assaying subspaes are V and V #, this impliesthat the produt �(a) Æ �(a) does not exist in the sense of De�nition 3.1. Clearly,�(a) � �(a) = �(a2) by Proposition 4.3.Remarks.1. Sine in the previous example all operators �(x) (x 2 A) satisfy �(x)V # � V #,it an be seen easily that in this example the equation�(x2x1) = �(x2) � �(x1)is satis�ed for all x1; x2 2 A with x1 2 R(fx2g). However, suh a property is notsatis�ed in the general ase, as it an be shown by using [12: Example 4.4℄.2. In partiular it follows from Example 4.6 that there exist operators T1 and T2 onsome PIP -spae suh that T2 �T1 exists, but T2 ÆT1 is not de�ned. Similarly, it an beshown by using [12: Examples 3.5 or 4.4℄ that there exist operators T1 and T2 on somePIP -spae suh that T2 � T1 exists, whereas T2 � T1 is not de�ned.Referenes[1℄ Antoine, J.-P. and A. Grossmann: Partial inner produt spaes, Parts I and II. J. Funt.Anal. 23 (1976), 369 { 391.[2℄ Antoine, J.-P., Inoue, A. and C. Trapani: Partial �-algebras of losable operators: a review.Rev. Math. Phys. 8 (1996), 1 { 42.[3℄ Antoine, J.-P., Inoue, A. and and C. Trapani: Partial �-algebras of losable operators.Part 2: States and Representation of partial �-algebras. Publ. RIMS, Kyoto Univ. 21(1996), 1 { 42.[4℄ Antoine, J.-P. and W. Karwowski: Partial �-algebras of losed operators in Hilbert spae.Publ. RIMS, Kyoto Univ. 21 (1985), 205 { 236.[5℄ Antoine, J.-P., Soulet, Y. and C. Trapani: Weights on partial �-algebras. J. Math. Anal.Appl. 192 (1995), 920 { 941.[6℄ Borhers, H. J.: Algebrai aspets of Wightman �eld theory. In: Statistial Mehanis andField Theory (ed.: R. N. Sen). New York: Halsted Press 1972, pp. 31 { 79.[7℄ Bourbaki, N.: Topologial Vetor Spaes, Chapters 1 - 5. Berlin: Springer-Verlag 1989.[8℄ K�othe, G.: Topologial Vetor Spaes, Vol. II. New York: Springer-Verlag 1979.[9℄ K�ursten, K.-D.: The ompletion of the maximal Op�-algebra on a Fr�ehet domain. Publ.RIMS Kyoto Univ. 22 (1986), 151 { 175.[10℄ K�ursten, K.-D.: On topologial linear spaes of operators with a unitary domain of de�-nition. Wiss. Z. Karl-Marx-Univ., Math.-Naturwiss. Reihe 39 (1990), 623 { 655.
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